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Getting started with Webflow
Go to Webflow and make a free account
The starter is free; allows 2 projects
Costs for your client if freelancing



Project Settings





<< Navigator
Inserting things into the page



Your Work Area
The actual webpage

and it's responsive views



Controls >>
Fine-tuning css



Add 
pages,
Elements
Layouts



Adding different building blocks from the "Add" menu



Adding different building blocks from the "Add" menu



Symbols
If you know you're going to reuse something on another page, 
make it into a symbol. Edit once, see changes everywhere.



Images
Can displayed in list or 
grid view



Navigator
Shows exactly where your element is in the 
document flow and the nesting order
Elements can be dragged up or down
 
New elements will be placed inside the selected 
element, so always remember to go back up to 
'body' if you want them inserted into the page.



Breadcrumb trail
When you select an item, you can see it's 
order of nesting along the bottom of your 
workspace in addition to the navigator



Desktop first. Styles 'cascade' down, so the phone inherits from 
the tablet, tablet inherits from the desktop. Compose visually and 

Webflow will take care of the layout as you 'shrink'. Adjust 
typography, spacing as you go. Also a display: none option.



Controls on the right >>



Flexbox 
for the 
win!



CSS Box 
Model,
Margin and padding



Height 
and 
width
min and max



Position:
Fixed 
Sticky
Relative
Absolute 
 
Floats and Clears



Typography
You can probably figure this one out...



Background
Images
Colors
Gradients



Borders
And rounded corners!



Effects
Everything else 
(No blend modes)



Workflow
All content in a text document
All (some) images in a folder
All hex colors on a sticky note
Go to project settings to load Google 
Fonts/Typekit
Maybe make a rough wireframe so you know 
your basic sections



Start with a SECTION or a 
LAYOUT or a Symbol
Some layouts are inherently sections, and you 
cannot place a section in section. If you don't 
like layouts, try elements...



Insert from the Left
 
Sections >> Layouts >> Blocks >> Typography 
>> Links >> Images >> Backgrounds
 
Fine-tuning with CSS with the controls on the right



Improving your Workflow
 







YouTube/Webflow University
Spend 30-60 minutes
Start wherever it makes sense for you
https://youtu.be/O5TdnuUhIgs



Building a strong 
Cannabis Brand



Know Your Target 
Audience
Determining who your product best serves will allow you to 
tailor your marketing strategy to the right people with 
meaningful branding and messaging. Brand strategy is a 
reflection of your organization’s mission, vision, and values. If 
your brand was a person, what would they be like? 

What is the Promise of your Brand?



Focus On Education
Because of the scientific nature of many products, it’s especially 
important for brands to inform their audiences on how their 
products work and how to use them most effectively.
Your brand will only succeed if your products make customers 
feel better. If customers aren’t using products correctly, they 
won’t feel the full effect, which is why it’s so important to 
educate your audience as much as possible.



Authenticity + 
Transparency
 
Social Good, give people something they can believe in.
Social Media. Since advertising opportunities are few, is your 
brand socially shareable?





































Inspire, Educate



Not this...



Leafs by Snoop



Lord Jones



Mirth Provisions



Kiva Confections



Whoopi and Maya



Lola Lola



Good Ship


